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Funding	Requirements	
$3-million	investment	
	
Development	Stage:	
Late	stage	R&D/Early	stage	
manufacturing	
	
Milestones	
- Seed	Financed:	$500K		
- One	key	patent	issued,	and	

one	is	filed		
- Early-adopter	engagement	

and	sales	
- 	
Investment	Highlights:	
- Low/no	regulatory	

requirements	
- Proven	technology	
- Significant	breadth	of	

applications	and	markets	
	
Applications:	
- Nano/micro	scale	Imaging	
- Industrial	Inspection	(e.g.	

LED,	solar	cell,	memory	
devices)		

- Advanced	Manufacturing	
- Sensors	
- Atomic	Manipulation	
	
Industries:	
- Semiconductor	
- Biotechnology	
- Advanced	Material		
- Medical	Research	
- Pharmaceuticals	
	

Nanodevice Solutions (NDS) is an electronic and nano-manufacturing company 
that was incorporated in 2014. NDS focuses on manufacturing of a disposable 
component of a widely used characterization instrument. The instrument is used 
by many different industries and researchers around the globe. This silicon 
based consumable (AFM probe) is very sharp (one atom at the tip), but  when 
it is brought into contact with a specimen surface, it will become dull or 
contaminated. Hence it needs to be replaced regularly, which leads to a sizable 
market. The market resembles the razor and blades model.  
 
Technology: NDS’ unique manufacturing method utilizes a variety of top-
down and bottom-up nanofabrication methods that are non-conventional. The 
process is easily transferable to large scale production while it improves the 
quality of the products. 
  
Markets: (USD) 
Industrial inspection/fault detection, R&D imaging, and characterization – 
$516M - $750M in 2017 
Because AFM tips are consumables that need to be replaced frequently when 
broken, worn out or contaminated, the annual global market for AFM tips is 
high and is reaching $750 million as of 2017 (BCC RESEARCH, 2013)  
 
Educational market – $250M - $380M in 2020  
Adaptation of AFM instrument by the secondary schools in Asia is considered 
an emerging market and is proliferating due to the new mandates set by the 
Chinese government to teach nanotechnology to the students from an early age. 
 
Intellectual Property: 
The IP portfolio consists of two (2) distinct and independent patents. The first 
patent has been granted and filed in China (Utility patent) and USA. The second 
patent is a US provisional.  

Team: 
Mr. Babak Shokouhi is the Founder and CEO of Nanodevice Solutions (NDS) 
with years of hands- on experience with AFM machine. MR. Shokouhi holds 
MASc. degree in electrical and computer engineering from the university of 
waterloo. He has been featured by CMC Microsystems as a successful young 
nano- entrepreneur in Canada in 2015.  

Prof. Bo Cui is the co-founder of NDS and leads the technical initiatives at 
NDS. He received his Ph.D. from Princeton University and has joined ECE 
department at the University of Waterloo in 2008. He leads the Waterloo 
Nanofabrication Group at waterloo and is expert in the fabrication of 
nanostructures. 	


